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Object of the game
   The object of Primary is to continue to play 
longer then all of your opponents. Every action 
you take in the game will effect how much longer 
selected players can stay in the game. Players 
are eliminated from the game when they cannot 
do one of the following:
 1. Play a Card on their turn.
2. Sacrifice a Counter to skip their turn. 

   There are many different game types all with 
unique characteristics, but the basic gameplay 
and the object of the game is the same for all 
variations. 

   No matter how many players you are playing 
with, each individual player is required to build 
a Deck from their availble Sets, which will be 
the cards that they play with. 

   The availble Sets and number of Sets allowed 
in a Deck varies depending on the type of game.  
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Introduction
   Primary is a Strategy Card game in which you 
plan out your strategy before the game begins 
and then react to the obstacles that your 
opposing players present to you. With only six 
different card types, the game is designed for 
easy identification and quick gameplay.   



Deck Building Styles
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Game Types

Equal Pool - Each Player is given the same 
pool of sets to Build thier deck from (typically 
2 or 3 sets of each color).  

Draft - Players draft cards from a single 
pool of cards, which size is agreed on by all 
players (typically 3 or 4 sets of each color). 
Forces players to Build their Deck publicly. 

Multiplayer Styles 
(3 or more players)

Team Play - Players split into equal teams 
and work together in deck building strategy 
and in game play, however Team members are 
not allow to sit next to each other. You only 
win when all other teams are eliminated. 
Balanced Free for all - Players must 
use red and orange effects on the player to 
their right until that player is eliminated. 
Last man standing wins.
Free for all - There are no resrictions on 
how players apply their cards. Last man 
Standing wins. 

   There are many different ways to play Primary. 
Players should agree which Deck building Style 
they want to use, and if there are more then two 
players, which multiplayer style. For learning 
the game start with an Equal pool Deck Building 
style and if you are learning with multiple 
players start out in teams.   



Deck Building 

  Each Player is required to build a Deck out of 
their availible Sets. A Set of cards are five 
cards of the same color with values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and 5. 

Sample Set: 

Sample 6 Set Deck:
3 Blue Sets, 2 Green Sets and 1 Red Set.  
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   There are Two types of cards, Primary cards, 
which can be combined into the other colors and 
Secondary cards which are mixtures of the 
Primary cards.Here are some quick definitions of 
how the colors opperate in the game. 

Primary Cards
Red  - Takes future Turns away from an opponent 
                and reduces the value of future turns 
                (Offense).
Blue - Protects your future turns and cards 
                (Defense). 
Yellow - Makes your turns more Effective (Support). 

Secondary Cards
Green  - Gives you more future turns (Recovery). 
Orange - Allows you to take your opponet’s potential 
                turns for your own (Drain).

Purple - Makes your opponent’s turns less effective 
                (Control). 

Color Overview
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Your Playing Field 

Counters in Play
These are your Effects 
that have not yet been 

used. 

Hand
These are the 
cards that are 

available for play 
on your turn.

Deck
This is the group of cards 
you chose at the start of 

the game. 

Discard Pile
This is the  group of cards 
that you have already used 

or cards that you have 
lost.

Faded Pile
These are the cards that have been 

singled out by your opponent to make 
them more difficult to recover or more 

valuable to steal. 



Game Play

  After building their Decks, each player     
shuffles their cards and the game begins. Each 
player reveals the bottom card of their deck, 
and the player with the highest number goes 
first. If there is a tie, just reveal the next 
bottom card of the tied players. 
  Each player draws three cards at the beginning 
of the game to make up their hand, which is 
known only to them. the first player does not 
draw a card on his first turn, but every turn 
after that, looks like this:

Turn Steps
  1. Draw a card from your deck, if you still 
have one, and add it to your hand.
  2. Play a card, a Combination of cards, or a 
String of cards from your hand (If you cannot 
do this or remove a Blue Counter from play, 
then you are eliminated).
  3. Resolve the lowest value card’s effects, 
then add it to your discard pile.
  4. Return to step three until all cards are 
resolved. 
  5. If the only card you played had a value of 
one, you may return to step two. 
  6. Assign any Counters you have in play (see 
pg 9).  
  7. The player to your left now begins his turn 
at step one. 

   A String of Cards is any two or more cards 
that have the same color. These cards can all 
be played in a single turn and resolve their 
effects seperately. In a String of Secondary 
Cards, those cards can Split thier effect or 
not on an individual basis (see pg. 7). 
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  To play a Combination of Cards, you must 
have two different Primary cards. When you do, 
you can play them both on the same turn as a 
Combination and gain a new secondary effect. If 
one of the two combined cards is higher then 
the other, then it’s left over effect can be used 
as the original color. You can’t Split the gained 
effects after combining cards and can only 
combine two cards at a time. After combining 
cards those two cards are added to your 
Faded Pile instead of your Discard Pile.
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Combining Cards

Spliting Cards
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  When you play a Secondary card you can Split 
it’s effect into multiple effects. It’s value 
becomes half of the two Primaries that make it 
up, with any odd value being that of the original 
color. Secondary cards with a value of 1 
cannot be split. When you play a String of 
Secondary cards, you may split cards or not on 
an individual basis. 
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Draw the top card of your Deck 
and add it to your hand. You may 
give this effect to an Ally Player.

Select a Random card from your 
Opponent’s Faded Pile and add it 
to the bottom of your Deck or an 
Ally’s deck. You may also choose 
a random card from your Ally’s 
Faded Pile and add it to the 
bottom of your Deck.  

Select a random card from your 
Opponent’s Discard Pile and add 
it to your Discard Pile. 

Take the top card of your 
Opponent’s Deck and add it to 
your Faded Pile.  

Duplicate a Counter you or an 
Ally have in play with the same 
assignment as the original counter. 

Remove a counter in play. 

  Each card has a number and a Color. The 
color indicates what effects you may use with 
that card, while the number indicates how many 
times you may choose an effect. Here are the 
effects that can be used in the game, and the 
colors needed to perform that effect:
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Orange cards can be split into Red and 
Yellow effects, Red and Yellow cards can 
also be combined to make Orange Effects (see 
pg 7).

Card Effects
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Discard the top card of your 
Opponent’s Deck.  

Select any card in your Opponent’s 
Discard Pile and add it to their 
Faded Pile. 

Select a random card in your 
Opponent’s Hand and add that 
card to their Discard Pile.

Add and Assign A Blue Counter to
the playing field. 
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Purple cards can be split into Red and Blue 
effects. Red and Blue cards can also be 
combined to make Purple Effects (see pg 7).
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  1. Anytime, if an effect causes you to do 
something with the cards this counter is 
assigned to, you may remove this counter to 
reduce that effect by one. 
  2. You may skip your turn without playing a 
card by removing this counter, regardless of 
it’s assignment. 
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Blue Counters

Remove a Counter from Play. 

If a Counter has been used or  
removed this turn, then add and  
assign that same Counter to the 
Playing Field. You may only do this  
once for each Counter lost this turn.  

  Blue counters can be assigned to your own 
Hand, Deck, Discard Pile, or Faded pile, as 
well as your Ally’s. To retain control of 
Blue Counters, they must be assigned to your 
Hand, Deck, Discard Pile, or Faded Pile. You 
may reassign any counters you control as 
the last step of your turn. Blue Counters 
can be activated two ways:
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 Select a random card from your 

Discard Pile and put it on the 
bottom of your deck. You may give 
this effect to an Ally. 

Select a random card from your 
Faded Pile and add it to your 
Discard Pile. You may give this 
effect to an Ally. 

Green cards can be Split into Blue and 
Yellow effects. Blue and Yellow cards can 
also be Combined to make Green Effects (see 
pg 7).
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Glossary
Ally - Refers to another player besides yourself who 
        is on your Team. Some effects can be distributed 
        to Ally players for use. 

Assignment - Refers to an area of play in which a 
       Counter can interact. These are typically a 
       player’s Hand, Deck, Discard Pile, or Faded Pile. 
       Player’s place counters above the area of play 
       that a counter is assigned to, or to the left of 
       the Deck if they are assigned to that player’s 
       Hand. Counters can always be reassigned to 
       another area of play at the end of a player’s 
       turn if a player retains control of those 
       counters.   
Combination (Combining Cards) - When a Player plays 
       two Primary Cards on their turn to gain a new
       secondary effect. In order to do so, that player 
       must add those two cards to their Faded Pile 
       after resolving the gained effects(see pg.7). 
       Playing a Combination of cards ends a player’s 
       turn after all the effects are resolved.   
Counter Control - Refers to a player’s ability to 
       Activate, Assign, or reassign counters. 
Counters - Markers that show an unresolved effect. 
       Counters must be assigned to a specific area of    
       play, typically a players hand, deck, discard pile 
       or Faded Pile. A player can reassign any Counters 
       that they control as the last step of their turn. 
Deck - A collection of cards that a player personally 
       built at the beginning of the game and that they 
       draw from each turn. The Deck can also have 
       counters assigned to it.  

Discard Pile - A collection of cards created through  
       the game. Typically cards are added to this pile 
       when you play a card, or by effects used by an 
       opponent. The Discard Pile can also have 
       Counters assigned to it.
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Faded Pile - A collection of cards created through 
        the Game. Cards can only be added here using a Red 
        Effect or if a player Combines cards. 
 
Hand - The cards that you have available for play on your 
        Turn. You automatically add one card to your hand 
        each turn, as long as you have a deck. 

Set of Cards (Set) - Five cards of the same color with 
        values 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

Split Effect (Spliting) - An ability exclusive of Secondary 
        Cards in which it’s value is broken into multiple   
        color effects (see pg. 7).

String of Cards - Any number of cards in you hand that 
        have the same color. These can all be played in one 
        turn, if a player chooses to do so (see pg. 6). 



Dear Players, 
   I hope that you throughly enjoy this game 
and share it with people that you care about. I 
spent a long time testing the game, making 
sure that Primary would be enjoyed more each 
time you play it. I hope that it challenges you 
to think creatively, and provides thoughtful 
entertainment for your friends and family. I 
want to personally thank you for making the 
investment into this product, and i am 
confident that you will have blast playing it. 

Sincerly,

Tyler Madison
Founder of Nosidam Games

www.facebook.com/NosidamGames
www.nosidamgames.com
© 2013 Nosidam Games. Primary is trademarked 
by Nosidam games. All rights Reserved. 
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